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Oasis at the Floridian!
2 BED | 2 BATH

This is not your typical condominium, this is an expansive 
Oasis that offers room to grow! This 2 bed 2 bath (2nd 
bedroom is open to living space) boasts approximately 
1,200 square feet and is flooded with natural light. 10’ ft 
ceilings enhance the openness while the living / dining 
room affords endless layout possibilities. The  galley style 
chef’s kitchen offers gas cooking (which is covered by the 
condo fee) as well as an abundance of storage and multiple 
cutting areas which carry over into a 2 person bar. The 
living room carries on to the primary suite, as you enter 
the dual french doors you encounter a bedroom that is 
large enough for sleeping, office and lounging, all in one! 
The storage is abundant with 3 living area closets and an 
expansive, walk through primary closet with hanging on 
2 sides. As you pass through the primary closet you enter 
the spa like en suite bath with shower stall, separate tub 
and dual vanities. The private exterior terrace expands 
the living space and offers stunning City View and an 
obstructed sightline of the Washington Monument. In 
addition to your private outdoor sanctuary that building 
also offers a communal roof deck with multiple seating & 
dining areas along with SWEEPING Views on the City! The 
icing on the cake is that the brand new WHOLE FOODS is 
an elevator ride away, located directly next door.
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